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A Novel Interpolation Method for Electric Potential Fields
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Abstract—In mapping the electrical activity of the heart, in
terpolation of electric potentials plays two important role
First, it permits the estimation of potentials in regions th
could not be sampled or where signal quality was poor, a
second, it supports the construction of isopotential lines
surfaces for visualization. The difficulty in developing robu
interpolation techniques for cardiac applications lies in
abrupt change in potential in the vicinity of the activation wa
front. Despite the resulting nonlinearities in spatial poten
distributions, simple linear interpolation methods are the c
rent standard and the resulting errors due to aliasing can
large if electrode spacing does not lie on the order of 0.5
mm—the thickness of the activation wave front. We have
veloped a novel interpolation method that is based on
observations specific to the spread of excitation in the heart~1!
that propagation velocity changes smoothly within a reg
large enough to contain several measurement electrodes an~2!
that electrogram morphology varies very little in the neighb
hood of each sample point except for a time shift in the p
tential wave forms. The resulting interpolation scheme bre
the interpolation of one highly nonlinear variable—extracellu
potential—into two separate interpolations of variables w
much less drastic spatial variation—activation time and el
trogram morphology. We have applied this method to pot
tials originally recorded at 1.5 mm spacing and then s
sampled at a range of densities for testing of the interpolat
The results based both on reconstruction of isopotential con
maps and statistical comparison showed significant impro
ment of this novel approach over standard linear techniqu
The applications of the new method include improved deter
nation of electrophysiological parameters such as spatial gr
ents of potential and the path of cardiac activation and rec
ery, estimation of electrograms at desired locations, a
visualization of electric potential distributions. ©1998 Bio-
medical Engineering Society.@S0090-6964~98!00604-3#

Keywords—Electrocardiography, Cardiac mapping, Activatio

INTRODUCTION

Electric potentials measured from the cardiac surf
and within the myocardium provide direct informatio
about the electrical activity of the heart and are the ba
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of a great deal of what we know about macrosco
cardiac electrophysiology.3,24,32While more remote—and
more easily obtained—electrocardiographic body-surf
leads provide useful temporal information, using multip
electrodes at the heart offers much greater spatial de
superior signal quality, and vastly improved reconstru
tion of three-dimensional fields. Among other advanc
cardiac mapping has enabled the investigation of fun
mental principles of electrocardiology such as the re
tion between the structure of myocardial fibers and
spread of excitation,24,32 the effect of ischemia on propa
gation and recovery,18 and the nature of reentran
arrhythmias.29 Clinically, cardiac mapping provides in
formation for diagnosis and treatment,13,26 as well as for
the exploration of cardiac defibrillation.10,17

Of great practical concern in cardiac mapping is t
trade-off between spatial sampling density and covera
the limits of which are defined by the finite number
channels that can be sampled synchronously. In a typ
mapping scheme, either a large portion of the hear
explored at relatively low resolution~centimeters be-
tween electrodes! or resolution is increased to the ord
of millimeters, but coverage is restricted to a region
only a few square~or cubic! centimeters. The forme
case is inadequate for accurate measurement of l
features such as conduction velocity, potential gradi
or breakthrough sites, while the latter limits the ability
detect larger scale phenomena such as reentrant circ
Even if there were no limits on the recording syste
itself, the number of sampling locations would still b
restricted by physical access to portions of the prepa
tion and the impact of the recording electrodes on
viability and stability of the preparation itself—
especially when measuring within the myocardial wal

As with any sampling technique, cardiac mapping
lies on interpolation to reconstruct a continuous desc
tion of potential fields from discrete samples, e.g., is
potential contour maps. The generation of iso-value m
can be separated into two stages:~1! estimating values a
desired locations based on recordings made elsew
and ~2! displaying the results by drawing contour line
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598 NI et al.
that connect locations with the same value. The core
both stages is interpolation. In the first stage, interpo
tion is used to fill in regions of low sampling density,
replace unusable signals, or to convert unevenly spa
data points to a regularly spaced orthogonal grid.7 In the
second stage, some form of interpolation is implici
required to draw iso-value lines.

Few publications have addressed specifically the
of interpolation with potentials from the epicardial su
face or from the volume of the heart muscle,4,9 focusing
instead on the interpolation of electrocardiogram
~ECGs! for body surface potential mappin
~BSPM!.4,20–22,27The difficulty in developing robust in-
terpolation techniques for cardiac signals lies in t
abrupt change in potential in the vicinity of the activ
tion wave front. On the body surface, in contrast, t
smoothing effect of the torso volume conductor redu
both potential amplitudes and spatial gradients due
superposition of extracardiac fields from the distribut
cardiac sources.25 Despite this difference, researche
have traditionally used the same interpolation meth
for cardiac potentials as those developed for BSPM
either accepted the resulting distortion or sampled w
high enough spatial density to facilitate adequate in
polation. A more general weakness in applying stand
techniques to interpolation of cardiac electrograms is
finding that completelygeneral purposeinterpolation
schemes of two and more dimensions are very limited
most practical cases.1 More fruitful are likely to be in-
terpolation schemes that are specific and tailored to
nature of the underlying phenomena generating the
nals.

We have developed such an interpolation appro
that is based on two observations specific to the spr
of excitation in the heart:~1! that propagation velocity
changes smoothly within a region we will consider ‘‘lo
cal’’ and ~2! that electrogram morphology, at least und
normal conditions, varies relatively modestly in th
neighborhood of each sample point except for a ti
shift in the potential wave forms. We propose an int
polation scheme that makes use of these findings
breaking the interpolation of one highly nonline
variable—extracellular potential—into two separate
terpolations of variables with much less drastic spa
variation—activation time and electrogram morpholog
In this scheme, first activation time at a desired locat
is estimated by interpolating from neighboring measu
ment locations, based on an assumption of constant l
propagation velocity. Then the wave form at the desi
location is estimated through the interpolation of neig
boring measured signals that have been time alig
according to the estimated activation time. This appro
makes better use of all the available information th
traditional methods and avoids directly interpolating
nonlinearly distributed variable. We present here the
d

-

l

tails of the method, a description of its implementati
and validation, and results that demonstrate a signific
improvement of this novel approach over standard te
niques.

METHODS

Basis of the Interpolation Algorithm

The voltage V(x,t) recorded by an electrocardio
graphic lead is a function of space and time. Tradition
interpolation methods for cardiac mapping have be
based solely on spatial variables. As an example,
apply one-dimensional linear interpolation to the co
linear locationsi , j , andk with k lying betweeni and j
~see Figure 1!. If the wave form measured ati is Vi(t)
and at j is Vj (t), the distance betweeni andk is a, and
the distance betweenk and j is b, then the wave form at
k, Vk(t) can be estimated as

Vk~ t !5
b

a1b
Vi~ t !1

a

a1b
Vj~ t !. ~1!

The potential distribution at any instant during activ
tion in the heart is characterized by two adjacent, irreg
lar regions, one containing cells at rest and a sec
region containing cells in an activated, depolariz
state—with only millimeters of space between them. T
resulting potential field is highly nonlinear and one co
sequence is that linear interpolation or other metho
based solely on spatial variables are likely to perfo
poorly. However, if we consider the spread of activati
as a space-time behavior that exhibits steady and unif

FIGURE 1. An illustrated comparison of standard linear and
wave-equation based interpolation. In upper panel, an exci-
tation wave front travels from location i past location k , to a
third location j , and their correspondent measured wave
forms are Vi , Vj and Vk . Lower panel shows estimated wave
form at k , Vk8„t …, by standard linear interpolation, and V k9„t …,
by wave-equation based interpolation.
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599Interpolation of Cardiac Potentials
propagation, thenV(x,t) must satisfy a wave equation o
the form

V~x,t !5V~x2ut !, ~2!

whereu is the propagation velocity. The implication o
Equation~2! is that the wave form at any one position
similar in shape to that of neighboring sites except fo
time shift. Equation~2! was actually used by Hodgkin
and Huxley for deriving action potential wave forms
nerve.15

While cardiac spread of activation is too complex
be described as uniform and steady propagation, we
still use the notion of a wave equation applied in sm
local regions and incorporate it into a practical interp
lation scheme that we have called wave-equation ba
~WEB! interpolation. Under normal conditions, each un
polar electrogram usually displays a common feature
sharp down-stroke in the wave form—which indicat
the passage of the activation wave front across the s
ing electrode and marks the activation time. The sign
used for interpolation are first shifted in time so that th
all align according to their activation times, then spat
interpolation of the wave form is applied to the tim
aligned signals. This process in our one-dimensional
ample can be expressed as

Vk~ t !5
b

a1b
Vi~ t1a/u!1

a

a1b
Vj~ t2b/u!, ~3!

wherea/u and b/u are the times required for an excita
tion wave front to travel fromi to k and from k to j ,
respectively. Propagation velocityu can be determined
from activation times ati and j , t i and t j , respectively,
as

u5
a1b

t j2t i
. ~4!

The comparison of standard linear and wave-equa
based interpolation methods is illustrated in Figure
Due to the time displacement of the intrinsic deflecti
betweenVi(t) andVj (t), the wave formVk8(t) computed
by simple linear interpolation is seriously distorted ne
the intrinsic deflection. The same result was observed
Blanchard et al.,9 who found that linear interpolation
performed better between points that lay along the c
diac fiber orientation than across the fiber. This may
explained by the fact that more rapid propagation alo
fibers results in smaller shifts between activation times
the measured sites—and hence smaller interpola
errors—than between sites arranged the same dist
apart across fibers. One solution to this problem is
y

d

-

e

apply wave-equation based interpolation as shown
Figure 1. The measured wave forms are first time align
and the resulting differences between interpolated w
forms become much smaller, especially during the intr
sic deflection; the resulting interpolation is substantia
better, as shown byVk9 in Figure 1.

Algorithm and Implementation

Based on our assumption of uniform propagation in
local region, the steps required for interpolation of t
potential distribution at test sites located within the me
of measurement sites are as follows:~a! determine the
activation times of all measured electrograms;~b! inter-
polate the activation time at test sites based on the va
at their nearest neighbors;~c! for each test site, time shif
the wave forms at their nearest neighbors with their
tivation times aligned to the interpolated activation tim
at the test site; and~d! interpolate the potential wave
forms from the time aligned signals at the nearest nei
bors. The assumption of a locally constant propagat
velocity is utilized implicitly in step ~b! through the
linear interpolation of activation times. The assumpti
of similarity of wave form morphology is utilized in
steps~c! and ~d! for interpolation of the wave forms.

In order to apply and validate these techniques
datasets recorded from the epicardial surface, we h
implemented a triangle-based linear scheme for inter
lation of both activation time and wave form morpho
ogy. The algorithm can be summarized as:

~1! Triangulate the sampling locations.
~2! For any point within the mesh, first find the triang

that contains the test location and then calculate
location relative to a local Barycentric14 coordinate
system.

~3! Apply trilinear interpolation to estimate the activa
tion time at the test location based on the values
the triangle vertices and the weighting coefficien
from the Barycentric coordinates.

~4! Shift the wave forms recorded at all three vertic
such that their activation times align to the interp
lated activation time at the test location.

~5! Apply trilinear interpolation again to estimate th
wave form at the test location from the time-aligne
wave forms at the triangle vertices.

The advantages of using triangulation in our applic
tion are that~a! it supports unstructured surface grids
sampling electrodes,~b! automatic algorithms exist to
generate optimal triangular connectivities for any plan
distribution of points1 ~e.g., using the Voronoi diagram
to create Delaunay triangularizations!, and ~c! the exten-
sion of the method to three-dimensional volumetric d
follows directly if tetrahedra replace triangles. Line
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600 NI et al.
interpolation can provide adequate accuracy when in
polant variables do not change abruptly. Our choice
linear interpolation is not inherent to the wave-equat
approach but has proved adequate for the test data
scribed in the next section. Another feature of o
scheme is that it is alocal scheme~i.e., interpolant func-
tions depend only on a subset of neighboring d
points!, which follows necessarily from the assumptio
of locally uniform propagation.

Experimental Data

Data for testing and validation of the interpolatio
method came from the epicardium of exposed d
hearts. Briefly, the heart of the anesthetized, ventila
dog was exposed through a midsternal thoracotomy
suspended in a pericardial cradle. Electrode arrays w
either embedded in rigid Teflon arrays or sewn into n
lon stocking material with a variety of spacing and co
figurations. We applied the interpolation methods to
cordings from six animals, and in each animal w
studied propagation following both atrial pacing as w
as ectopic pacing from the epicardium. Results acr
experiments were very consistent. In order to maint
consistency of geometry and mapping conditio
samples of interpolated potential distributions presen
here are from one dog experiment in which a rig
plaque array consisting of 16316 regularly spaced elec
trodes with 1.5 mm between adjacent centers was
tured to the right ventricular epicardium. Table 7 co
tains a summary of results from all six experimen
recorded after atrial pacing. In all experiments, w
sampled unipolar electrograms simultaneously at 1
Hz with 12-bit resolution~by sample-and-hold! from all
256 channels. Bipolar stimuli paced the right atrium,
some cases together with simultaneous pacing from v
ous locations on the right ventricle always at a pac
interval of 400 ms. Presented here are results from
praventricular pacing~sv! and pacing at the center~cen-
tral!, top and bottom~north–south! and all four edges
~nesw! of the plaque. Once recorded and transferred t
minicomputer for processing, data were gain correct
windowed to a single beat, sometimes with sign
averaging of three or four beats to increase the sig
to-noise ratio, and adjusted for baseline offset. The a
vation time for each electrode site was estimated fr
the time of occurrence of the minimum time derivati
in the relevant unipolar electrogram. Data visualizati
took the form of a single isochronal map of activatio
time for each beat and sequences of isopotential ins
maps displayed using the programMAP3D19 on a work-
station from Silicon Graphics~Mountain View, CA!.
-

-

-

-

t

Validation of Assumptions and Interpolation Results

We tested the assumption of constant local conduc
velocity by performing linear interpolation of activatio
time based on subsets of the plaque electrodes@see Fig-
ure 2~A!# and comparing the results to the full-resolutio
measurements. To evaluate the effect of sampling lo
tion, we used both regularly spaced and randomly g
erated sub-samplings for this test; the statistical evide
presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3 consists of mean va
for 20 randomly selected sub-samplings. We took a si
lar approach to validation of the interpolation method
applying it to subsets of the plaque electrodes and co
paring the results against original recordings. In bo
cases, reconstructed signals were compared with orig
recordings using correlation coefficient~CC!, relative er-
ror ~RE!, and root-mean-square error~RMSE! computed
as

CC5
( i 51

N ~Vi
m2Vm̄!~Vi

e2Vē!

A( i 51
N ~Vi

m2Vm̄!2A( i 51
N ~Vi

e2Vē!2

, ~5!

RE5A( i 51
N ~Vi

e2Vi
m!2

( i 51
N ~Vi

m!2
, ~6!

RMSE5A( i 51
N ~Vi

e2Vi
m!2

N
, ~7!

whereVi
m represents the measured values andVi

e repre-
sents the estimated values,N is the number of sample
compared,Vm̄ is the mean of theVi

m’s and Vē is the
mean of theVi

e’s. CC can be pictured as the cosine
the angle between vectors formed by (Vi

m and Vi
e), i

51, . . . ,N and ranges between 1.0 when the vect
are colinear with the same orientation and 0 when

FIGURE 2. „A… The original 16 316 sampling locations are
shown as small dots and the distance between adjacent
electrodes is 1.5 mm. The locations of one example of a
randomly selected sub-sampling are shown as larger dots.
„B… Delaunay triangulation of the sub-sampled points.
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601Interpolation of Cardiac Potentials
vectors are orthogonal and hence the signals unco
lated. CC shows more sensitivity to differences inpat-
tern thanamplitudeof the signals. The RMSE represen
the average squared error between signals in abso
terms and the RE is the RMSE normalized by the me
signal power. The mean correlation coefficients, relat
errors, and RMS errors were compared using one sam
sign test and Wilcoxon signed rank test for paired d
where appropriate. Confidence levels of 95% were c
sidered statistically significant.

To test the assumption of similarity of morpholog
between wave forms in local regions, we computed
isocorrelation maps between each recorded electrog
and all other wave forms from the same beat. The re
for each beat was a set of 256 isocorrelation maps,
for each site. In each map the value of 1.0 marked
site of the reference signal while isocontours connec
sites of equal correlation between the reference and o
electrograms. Regions with values near zero indicate
nals with very low correlation to the reference.

RESULTS

Interpolation of Activation Time

We first show results from linear interpolation of th
activation time in order to test one of the fundamen
assumptions of the wave-equation based interpola

TABLE 1. Correlation coefficients between measured and
interpolated activation times „mean6S.D.…. p<0.0001 for cen-
tral vs NESW and North–South vs NESW at all distances,

Wilcoxon signed rank test.

Number of
sub-
samples

Ave. distance
(mm)

Pacing sites

Central
North–
South NESW

8 13.5 0.8160.15 0.6560.05 0.5060.11
16 8.7 0.9060.03 0.8160.05 0.6260.10
32 5.6 0.9460.02 0.9160.04 0.7260.12
48 4.4 0.9660.01 0.9560.02 0.7960.05
64 3.6 0.9760.01 0.9660.03 0.8260.06

TABLE 2. Relative errors „%… between measured and inter-
polated activation times „mean6S.D.…. p<0.0001 for central
vs NESW and North–South vs NESW at all distances, Wil-

coxon signed rank test.

Number of
sub-
samples

Ave. distance
(mm)

Pacing sites

Central
North–
South NESW

8 13.5 3.3660.87 2.9160.19 4.3860.56
16 8.7 2.1660.42 2.2260.26 3.7860.54
32 5.6 1.4860.35 1.5260.27 3.2660.59
48 4.4 1.2360.22 1.1960.21 2.8760.37
64 3.6 1.0360.01 1.0460.35 2.6160.41
-

e

e

r
-

scheme—that within a region defined by first-ord
neighbors the propagation speed is relatively cons
and hence the activation time varies linearly.

Figure 3 shows linearly interpolated values of activ
tion time after pacing from a ‘‘central’’ pacing site for
series of progressively coarser regularly spaced s
samplings of the original measurement array. The or
nal sampling locations are indicated by small dots a
sub-sampling locations are indicated by larger dots
the isochronal maps. Even as the sampling resolu
decreased from 1.5 mm to 7.5 mm and the number
measurement sites went from 16316 to 434, isochronal
lines still preserved the main features of the spread
excitation, visible both in the plots and through the s
tistical measures of difference between original and
constructed activation times. For the 434 case: CC
50.98, RE51.1%, and RMSE51.5 ms. The region
surrounding the pacing site showed families of rough
elliptical isochrones reflecting continuous, anisotrop
propagation from the pacing electrode with the ma
axis of the isochrones parallel to the fiber direction ne
the pacing site—all features of spread of cardiac acti
tion that have been well documented by oth
experimental23,32 and theoretical12,23 studies.

TABLE 3. RMS errors „ms … between measured and interpo-
lated activation times „mean6S.D.…. p<0.0001 for central vs
NESW and North–South vs NESW at all distances, Wilcoxon

signed rank test.

Number of
sub-samples

Ave. distance
(mm)

Pacing sites

Central North–South NESW

8 13.5 4.661.2 4.460.3 4.760.6
16 8.7 2.960.6 3.460.4 4.160.6
32 5.6 2.060.5 2.360.4 3.560.1
48 4.4 1.760.3 1.860.3 3.160.4
64 3.6 1.460.3 1.660.5 2.860.2

FIGURE 3. Interpolation of activation time from measured
and interpolated versions of the data. Original sampling lo-
cations are indicated by small dots and sub-sampling loca-
tions are indicated by larger dots. Interval between adjacent
contour lines is 2.5 ms. The locations and times of earliest
and latest activation times are marked by the text labels. „A…

Isochronal map of original 16 316 recording. „B… Isochronal
map of interpolated data based on a 6 36 sub-sampling. „C…

Isochronal map of interpolated data based on a 4 34 sub-
sampling.
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602 NI et al.
The statistical results of activation time interpolatio
for different pacing configurations are shown in Tab
1, 2, and 3. The tables contain means and standard
viations for each pacing site based on 20 randomly
lected sub-samplings. Interpolation results from rand
selections of subset were not significantly different w
the same pacing configuration (p.0.50, one sample sign
test when the number of sub-samples is more than!.
The level of interpolation errors was, however, sign
cantly different (p,0.0001, Wilcoxon signed rank tes!
between simple activation sequences, for example, f
‘‘central’’ or ‘‘north–south’’ pacing, and more complex
activation resulting from ‘‘NESW’’ pacing, with relative
errors typically 1%–2% higher in the latter case.

Continuity in Potential Wave Form Morphology

A second assumption of the wave-equation based
terpolation scheme is that the shapes of potential w
forms are similar in a local region except for a time sh
in the signal. We tested this hypothesis by construct
isocorrelation maps between wave forms from differe
electrodes during the same beats and present he
single representative result from a ‘‘north–south’’ paci
experiment.

Panel ~A! of Figure 4 shows the isocorrelation ma
for electrode 118, whose location is indicated by a~* !
symbol lying within the region of maximum correlatio
coefficient value~CC.0.9! on the map. Panel~B! shows
the isochrone map of the same activation sequence. A
the electrograms were time shifted and aligned accord
to the activation times, correlation with electrode 1
produced the isocorrelation map in panel~C!. Note first
the resemblance in shape between the isocorrelation
of the unshifted data and the activation isochrone m
@panels~A! and ~B!#, suggesting that highly correlate
electrograms are those that have nearly the same ac

FIGURE 4. Isocorrelation and isochrone maps from the same
beat initiated by dual stimuli near the bottom and top of the
plaque. „A… Isocorrelation map between the measured elec-
trogram from electrode 118, whose location is indicated on
the map by a „* … symbol, and all other electrograms recorded
during the same beat. Correlations in the white area lie be-
tween 0.9 and 1. „B… Isochrone map for this beat. „C… Isocor-
relation map for electrode 118 but this time calculated from
time-aligned signals. Correlations in the white area lie be-
tween 0.95 and 1.
-

a

r

p

-

tion time as the reference~electrode 118 in this case!.
When the timing differences were removed by shifti
each electrogram according to its activation time, t
correlation increased sharply and the isocorrelation m
became very ‘‘flat’’ with all values in the range of 0.89
1.0.

Performance of the Wave-equation Based
Interpolation Method

Figures 5 and 6 show comparisons among the or
nal, measured potentials@in the leftmost column, panels
~A! and ~D!# and potentials interpolated by both th
wave-equation based method@middle column, panels~B!
and ~E!#, and using standard, linear methods@rightmost
column, panels~C! and ~F!#.

These results illustrate clearly the improvement of t
wave-equation based interpolation over standard lin
methods. Note, for example, the densely packed bun
of isopotential lines that identify the location of the a
tivation wave front. In Figure 5, maps constructed fro
the measured potentials show in panel~A! four indepen-
dent wave fronts corresponding to the pacing from fo

FIGURE 5. Comparison of linear and wave equation based
interpolations. Stimulus pulses were applied simultaneously
at all four edges of the plaque. „A… and „D… contain isopoten-
tial maps of the original recording. „B… and „E… contain iso-
potential maps of the same data interpolated from a 4 34
sub-sampling grid „marked by large dots … using our wave-
equation based interpolation. „C… and „F… show isopotential
maps computed from the same sub-sampling mesh but us-
ing standard linear interpolation. The time instant selected
for the data in the top row of panels, „A…–„C… was 15 ms after
pacing while that for the middle row, „D…–„F… was 2 ms later.
Both instants are marked as vertical lines in the bottom pan-
els, which show electrograms „of 266 ms duration … measured
or estimated at electrode 142, whose location is marked on
the isopotential maps by the square containing the ‘‘x.’’ In-
terval between adjacent contours is 6 mV. Bold ‘‘ 1’’ and ‘‘ 2’’
indicate the location of the maximum and minimum with
their valued marked in each map.
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603Interpolation of Cardiac Potentials
sites and in panel~D!, recorded 2 ms later, a merging o
wave fronts in the upper left corner to form a sing
irregular boundary between depolarized and resting
gions. The same information is apparent in the potent
estimated using the wave-equation based method sh
in panels ~B! and ~E!, with the extent of the merging
slightly delayed in panel~E! compared to panel~D!. The
results of simple linear interpolation, in contrast, sugg
a single, broad activation wave already in the upp
panel ~C! with very poor spatial localization of wav
front features.

The electrograms shown in the bottom row of t
figure reveal other characteristics of the interpolatio
While the wave-equation based method reconstructed
electrogram shape quite well, essential features of
QRS were obliterated by simple linear interpolation a
showed multiple intrinsic deflections in the time signa

TABLE 4. Correlation coefficients between measured and
interpolated potentials. „mean6S.D.…. p<0.0001 for linear vs
wave-equation based interpolation in all cases, except for

*p 50.004, Wilcoxon signed rank test.

Pacing sites
Number of

sub-samples

Ave.
distance

(mm) Linear WEB

Central 434 7.5 0.9460.04 0.9760.04
636 4.5 0.9760.03 0.9960.02

North–South 434 7.5 0.9060.07 0.9560.07
636 4.5 0.9560.04 0.9860.02

NESW 434 7.5 0.8960.08 0.9160.09*
636 4.5 0.9460.07 0.9660.08

FIGURE 6. Comparison of linear and wave equation based
interpolations during supraventricular pacing. Map arrange-
ment is the same as in Figure 5. Interval between adjacent
contour lines in the maps on the top row „128 ms after
pacing … is 6 mV and in the the maps on the second row „316
ms after pacing … is 1.5 mV.
n

e

The statistical results of interpolation for differen
pacing configurations and sub-sampling resolutions
shown in Tables 4, 5 and 6. The tables contain me
and standard deviations for comparisons between Q
segments~approximately 90 frames selected on the ba
of fiducials from an RMS voltage curve calculated fro
all electrograms! of recorded signals and interpolate
estimates. Wave-equation based interpolation show
consistently better performance than simple linear int
polation in all pacing configuration (p,0.0001). It
yielded the best results when activation patterns w
simple, e.g., ‘‘central’’ pacing, which is when our as
sumptions are best met.

The previous results compared wave-equation ba
and linear interpolation methods when stimulation w
applied in the neighborhood of the recording electrod
For stimulation from a more distant site, e.g., duri
supraventricular pacing, wave-equation based interp
tion generally still performed better~and never worse!
than the linear approach for reconstructing potential d
tributions. In Figure 6, the top panels@~A!, ~B!, and~C!#
show isopotential contours from 128 ms after pacing
the right atrium as a wave front is passing through
recording region. While the wave-equation based int
polation constructed from a 434 sub-sampling grid
@panel ~B!# reproduced the measured wave front@panel

TABLE 5. Relative errors „%… between measured and inter-
polated potentials. „mean6S.D.…. p<0.0001 for linear vs
wave-equation based interpolation at all cases, except for

*p 50.0002, Wilcoxon signed rank test.

Pacing sites
Number of

sub-samples

Ave.
distance

(mm) Linear WEB

Central 434 7.5 18.266.6 12.866.4
636 4.5 13.665.8 9.1 65.1

North-South 434 7.5 25.861.1 18.461.4
636 4.5 17.967.6 10.567.2

NESW 434 7.5 25.269.1 22.9612.7*
636 4.5 17.968.6 14.469.9

TABLE 6. RMS errors „mV… between measured and interpo-
lated potentials. „mean6S.D.…. p<0.0001 for linear vs wave-
equation based interpolation at all cases, Wilcoxon signed

rank test.

Pacing sites
Number of

sub-samples

Ave.
distance

(mm) Linear WEB

Central 434 7.5 4.4161.67 3.0861.60
636 4.5 3.2861.36 2.1761.11

North-South 434 7.5 5.8661.98 4.0162.40
636 4.5 4.1261.66 2.3461.34

NESW 434 7.5 5.8362.12 5.1962.62
636 4.5 4.1762.15 3.3062.35
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TABLE 7. Comparison between direct linear and wave-equation based „WEB… interpolation
during supraventricular pacing.

Exp. ID

CC RE RMS(mV)

Linear WEB Linear WEB Linear WEB

1 0.8860.11 0.9260.12 0.4360.19 0.3360.21 5.0562.17 3.8762.41
2 0.9560.07 0.9660.06a 0.2560.14 0.2360.13b 1.8861.10 1.7461.09c

3 0.9260.10 0.9260.09d 0.3560.19 0.3460.19e 2.6161.40 2.5561.48f

4 0.9060.12 0.9560.05 0.3560.19 0.2660.13 3.3361.72 2.5761.30
5 0.9160.10 0.9360.10 0.3960.29 0.3460.29 2.5361.20 2.1461.14
6 0.8560.20 0.9260.10 0.4260.26 0.3560.22 3.3062.14 2.7861.87

Wilcoxon signed rank test; p,0.0001 for linear vs wave-equation based interpolation at all cases,
except for the following.
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~A!# accurately, linear interpolation once again show
very poor spatial resolution of location, potential gradie
and width of the wave front. During the recovery perio
e.g., 316 ms after pacing, both interpolation metho
performed equally@panels~E! and ~F!#.

Table 7 contains a summary of statistical results
interpolation of potentials following supraventricula
pacing across all six experiments. In each case, the
sampling electrodes were approximately 10 mm ap
Wave-equation based interpolation showed significan
better (p,0.0001) performance than the linear meth
in four of six experiments. We note that in experiment
in which the wave-equation based approach had sim
results to those from the linear method, the entire m
surement region~about 4 cm3 5 cm! activated within
only 20 ms, presumably as a result of the action of
Purkinje system. As a consequence, the isochrone
exhibited an irregular distribution suggesting deviati
from our assumption of smooth local propagation.

The performance of the two interpolation metho
over an entire beat is shown in Figure 7, in which w
computed RMS error across all theinterpolatedlocations
and plotted it as a function of time. The improvement
the wave-equation based interpolation over the sim
linear method was largest as the activation wave fr
passed under the recording electrodes~QRS!, when the
potential distribution showed the greatest spatial va
tion. During repolarization, when spatial variation w
small, both methods performed equally well.

DISCUSSION

Interpolation of Activation Time

The interpolation of activation time is the first step
our interpolation technique and is based on the not
-

p

that propagation speed in normal tissue is locally co
stant and thus activation time varies linearly in space.
a microscopic level~,200 mm!, many studies have
shown that excitation in cardiac muscle spreads from
to cell in discrete steps.28,30 However, at a larger scale
~several millimeters or greater!, these discontinuities can
no longer be detected. Instead, propagation velocity v
ies smoothly with changes in myocardial fiber orientati
with the result that within a local region~millimeters to
perhaps 1 cm! we can consider it to be approximate
constant.31 Our results of interpolating activation tim
suggest that for normal tissue with electrode spac

FIGURE 7. RMS error „mV… between measured and interpo-
lated „from a 4 34 sub-sampling … potentials during supraven-
tricular pacing. RMS error is computed across all 240 esti-
mated leads and plotted as a function of time. A RMS voltage
curve computed from all 256 recorded electrograms is also
shown as a dotted curve for time reference.
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605Interpolation of Cardiac Potentials
ranging from 1.5 to 7.5 mm, this assumption is acce
able. Compliance is best when propagation is relativ
simple, for example from a single stimulus site, but ev
for multiple site pacing resulting in collision~e.g., nesw!,
relative errors at 7.5 mm spacing were still within 5%
More complex and also more remote pacing leads
either the collision of multiple wave fronts or to wav
fronts that impinge from below upon the epicardial su
face and produce delays and accelerations of appa
propagation velocity.

Continuity in Potential Wave Form Morphology

The second assumption of the wave-equation ba
method is that wave form morphology is relatively sim
lar in the region between sampling electrodes and
differences in the time signals lie primarily in the tim
shift that reflects the movement of the activation wa
front. We used a signal processing approach that is s
sitive to signal morphology by computing correlatio
coefficients between electrograms to test this assump
One easily recognizable feature of the resulting isoc
relation maps was their resemblance to the activa
isochrone map when the reference electrode was nea
site of earliest activation. The finding that sites wi
highly correlated wave forms are also sites with simi
activation times suggests that activation time is the do
nant feature determining the differences between w
shapes. From this, we suggest that by removing the
ferences in activation time—by aligning the wav
forms—we remove a great deal of the difference b
tween wave morphologies, and thus increase the a
racy of subsequent interpolation. The isocorrelation m
constructed fromtime alignedelectrograms in Figure 4
strongly supported this finding.

Wave-equation Based Interpolation

We have presented here a novel approach of inte
lating electric potentials in the heart during activatio
While few studies have addressed interpolation of c
diac signals specifically, the difficulty clearly lies in th
starkly nonlinear spatial distribution of electric potentia
during activation. With the development of the wav
equation based interpolation method we attempt to uti
the relatively smoothly varying local propagation velo
ity and the uniformity of morphology of potential wav
forms to replace interpolation of one rapidly changi
variable by interpolation of two, more smoothly chan
ing variables. This approach has shown significant
provement over traditional linear interpolation in estim
ing potential distributions.

The wave-equation based interpolation method gi
the best results when both of the continuity assumpti
are met. Even with healthy, normal tissue, there ar
conditions in which epicardial activation velocity slow
t

t

-

.

e

-

-

and then jumps again suddenly, presumably the resu
wave fronts impinging on the surface at oblique angles31

Under such conditions, one can expect a reduction in
accuracy of the wave-equation based interpolation
proach. One such example is shown by the RMS erro
interpolation during supraventricular pacing in Figure
The wave-equation based approach produced two pe
in the error curve during the QRS, with the second pe
slightly exceeding the error levels of linear interpolatio
The isochrone map of the same beat shows that at
beginning and end of the QRS, the wave front propa
tion velocity underwent especially irregular changes, th
violating the assumption of constant propagation vel
ity, which in turn reduced the interpolation accurac
This is to be expected in the case of supraventricu
pacing, where epicardial sites sense wave fronts adva
ing from the depths of the myocardium over a range
oblique angles. In contrast, this oscillating behavior
the error was not present in cases of local stimulat
~e.g., central pacing!, in which the wave front traveled
primarily along the epicardial surface.

We have not yet tested the method when patholog
conditions would lead to abnormal conduction, and th
significant deviation from one or both assumptions.
the case of ischemia or infarct, tissue below an electr
may not support conduction of excitation, resulting
local delays or even block. Under these conditions
would expect interpolation of potentials to be problem
atic for both linear and wave-equations based approac
due to nonlinearities in the distributions of both pote
tials and activation time, as well as the ambiguities
determining activation time under such conditions8

However, it is certainly encouraging that even duri
dynamic conditions such as ventricular tachycardias,
level of correlation between signals within local regio
has been shown to be useful as a metric to characte
the phenomenon.11 This suggests that even under som
extreme conditions spatial coherence of the signal m
phologies is maintained. An ongoing project in our lab
ratories is to investigate more robust interpolation te
niques that are less sensitive to the spatial gradient
the potential distributions than linear interpolation f
estimating activation time and wave form morphology

Another limitation of the method is the requirement
the unique determination of activation time from electr
grams. Even though finding the minimum peak ofdv/dt
from the unipolar electrogram has been the stand
practice in determining activation time, this algorith
becomes ambiguous with electrograms that exhibit
normalities, e.g., multiple peaks in the time derivative
slurring of the potential downslope, as discussed by I
ker et al. 16 However, as methods of detecting activatio
improve, so too will the wave-equation based approa
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606 NI et al.
The advantages of wave-equation based interpola
methods for estimating potential distribution in the he
during activation include:

~1! The individual steps of the method are each sim
and fall within the usual tools available for studies
cardiac mapping; computational cost is very reas
able compared to simple linear interpolation.

~2! The interpolation steps are linear as we have imp
mented the method, but improvements may well
possible with more refined interpolation approach
the topic of ongoing studies.

~3! The method can be easily expanded into three
mensions for studying electric potential distributio
in the volume of the heart, which is another futu
research topic.

~4! The method is explicitlynot general purpose, bu
instead based on features of the actual signals
could be customized to different situations in ele
trophysiology and even further improved as we lea
more about the nature of potentials from the hea

A subject closely related to interpolation that is im
plicit in our study is the minimum spatial sampling ra
required to measure accurately the continuous poten
distribution from discrete samples. Any theoretical d
cussion of such criteria will clearly be hampered f
reasons similar to those suggested by Barret al. in the
context of temporal sampling rates:5 ~1! there is a lack of
prior knowledge of the true upper frequency limit of th
distributions and~2! the effect of noise in masking usefu
information is often unknown. A more practical approa
is to define the minimum sampling rate to be the one t
allows the reconstruction of continuous potential dis
butions with errors that are within the noise level of t
measurement system. Since the spatial scale varies
tween different electrocardiographic phenomena, it
necessary to establish different application-specific s
pling rates rather than ageneral purposeone. For ex-
ample, 2 mm has been found necessary for identifyin
breakthrough on ventricular surface2 and 1 mm for ex-
aming spatial organization during ventricular fibrillation6

For the purpose of testing the wave-equation ba
interpolation method, we have sampled at a relativ
high resolution~1.5 mm between electrode centers! and
then attempted to reproduce this same level of de
using interpolations based on sub-samplings at vari
densities. We first showed that activation time can
interpolated linearly to within relative errors of<3.5%
using a variety of irregular sampling grids with 5.6 m
average spacing even for complex stimulation patte
Using the activation timing to align electrograms—t
wave-equation based interpolation method—we achie
relative errors in potential interpolation in the range
14% with 4.5 mm spacing. These results suggest
higher sampling density is needed to represent poten
l

-

-

.

t
l

distributions than activation time and, furthermore, th
sampling densities that are adequate for one activa
pattern, may fail under other activation conditions. O
results do indicate that a wave-equation based appro
can reduce the required sampling density and thus s
the coverage versus density trade-off in a favorable
rection.

Immediate applications of this new interpolatio
method will be used in determining important electr
physiological parameters such as spatial gradients of
diac potentials, estimating electrograms at desired lo
tions, and visualizing distributions of potential. The ne
technique involves no more computational expense t
commonly used methods. It can be easily implemen
into signal quality control programs as well as visualiz
tion applications for cardiac mapping software. The su
cessful reconstruction of complex activation situation
e.g., collision of four excitation wave fronts with mode
sampling resolution~7.5 mm! suggests a promising tech
nique for investigating complex local cardiac events su
as ‘‘reentrant’’ phenomenon using three-dimension
mapping techniques.31
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